
Builder: CORSAIR MARINE

Year Built: 1999

Model: Trimaran

Price: PRICE ON APPLICATION

LOA: 28' (8.53mm)

Beam: 19.75

Min Draft: 1' 2" (0.36mm)

Max Draft: 4' 11" (1.5mm)

NO NAME — CORSAIR MARINE

Our experienced yacht broker, Andrey Shestakov, will help you choose and buy a yacht that best suits your needs
No Name — CORSAIR MARINE from our catalogue. Presently, at Shestakov Yacht Sales Inc., we have a wide variety of yachts available
on our sale’s list. We also work in close contact with all the big yacht manufacturers from all over the world.

If you would like to buy a yacht No Name — CORSAIR MARINE or would like help answering any questions concerning purchasing, selling or
chartering a yacht, please call +1(954)274-4435
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SPECIFICATIONS

Overview

Enjoy the pleasures of this nice sport or cruising trimiran.

The boat has had limited use in the past few years.

The owner is moving up to a live aboard catamaran and wants this boat sold now.

Includes a 2013 Yamaha 9.9 HP outboard

Included a trailer and 4 new jack stands

Specs Designer: Farrier Marine Keel: Centerboard Hull Shape: Trimaran Dimensions LOA: 28 ft
5 in Beam: 19 ft 9 in LWL: 26 ft 3 in Minimum Draft: 1 ft 2 in Maximum Draft: 4 ft 11 in
Displacement: 2690 lbs Dry Weight: 2690 lbs Engines Engine 1: Engine Brand: YAMAHA Year
Built: 2013 Engine Model: Electric start Engine Type: Outboard 4S Engine/Fuel Type: Gas/Petrol
Location: Starboard Engine Power: 9 HP Tanks Fresh Water Tanks: 1 Accommodations Number
of single berths: 5 Electronics Compass Autopilot Sails Furling genoa Battened mainsail Rigging
Tiller Outside Equipment/Extras Solar panel Additional Equipment Road trailer

MANUFACTURER PROVIDED DESCRIPTIONDescription

The F-28 sport cruiser and its high performance sister, the F-28R, are versatile, trailerable
trimarans that offer both cruising comfort and performance excitement. The F-28s provide a
range of waterborne recreation and adventure possibilities. Benefiting from over a decade of
practical experience and modern innovations, they replace the fabled F-27; introduced in 1986,
the F-27 was the first practical production folding trimaran built in large numbers (over 450 were
constructed in the decade following its introduction). Widely regarded as the benchmark for
trailerable multihulls, Sail Magazine's 25th Anniversary poll of 24 notable yacht designers
named it among the eight most significant sailboat designs of the past quarter century. The F-28
is a worthy successor to the F-27 and retains its best features while introducing many exciting
improvements. The F-28 sport cruiser is perfect for sailors who like performance and fun, but
who also require a family-friendly practical boat with a large cockpit and a roomy cabin that is
suitable for cruising. Like other Corsairs, the F-28 can sail rather fast, even exceeding 20 knots.
It's certainly not necessary to sail flat-out all the time, but cruisers will really appreciate how the
easily sustained high averages of the F-28 will bring new destinations within range - and make
the return to home port quick, safe, and comfortable. The interior layout is functional and
spacious. Berths include a large double forward, individual settees - bunks on each side of the
main cabin area, and a single bunk or stowage area under the cockpit. Provision is made for an
optional marine head (with privacy curtain) and galley equipment, including a 2-burner stove,
sink, and fresh water tank. Upholstered seat - bunk cushions are standard in a wide choice of
colors. As befitting a modern high-tech boat, interior decor and construction provide for a light,
restful feel and require very little maintenance. On deck, there's a huge amount of space that,
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combined with low angles of heel, makes the F-28 one of the safest boats afloat for children.
The comfortable wing nets are ideal places to relax and sunbathe while the water zips by below.
The huge aft-cockpit with sturdy pushpit railings gives everyone plenty of room and a good
sense of security as well. Cruisers who enjoy overnight camping at anchor will especially
appreciate being able to stay dry, cool, and free of bugs under Corsair's optional cockpit cabin.
Balanced design, high-tech materials, and an efficient sail plan enable the F-28 to enjoy top
performance without resorting to an oversized rig. The F-28's single-spreader rotating aluminum
mast and the latest square-top fully-battened mainsail and jib form a very efficient combination
that is faster than similar size fixed rigs, but with improved safety margins and easier handling.
For the true performance enthusiast there is the F-28R with its beautifully finished carbon fiber
rotating mast; this spar is 1.5 feet taller yet 30 pounds lighter than the aluminum F-28 mast. It
carries a larger mainsail and is even more efficient with its wing shaped section. In all other
respects the "R" model is identical to the standard F-28. Both models feature roller furling booms
for quick mainsail reefing and furling. A custom mast step allows the internal halyards to be led
back to the cockpit, as are all other control lines. Dependable Harken fittings are standard on
deck, including the handy windward sheeting traveler system. F-28s sport a six-foot long
internally retractable carbon fiber bowsprit for the asymmetrical spinnaker and roller furling
screecher. The screecher is a large multipurpose sail that is great for power reaching in strong
conditions or going to windward in lighter winds, eliminating the need for a genoa and frequent
sail changes; off the wind, cruisers have even found the screecher makes a great roller furling
spinnaker. Corsair Trimarans Corsair F-series trimarans are versatile and exciting trailerable
sailboats with overnight accommodations. They combine outstanding performance on all points
of sail with the comfort and security of wide, low-heeling decks that make them perfect for
cruising with the family. The shallow draft means any beach is just an excuse to pull in and play,
and the exclusive Farrier Folding System makes trailering a breeze, offering unlimited
opportunities for new sailing adventures. Corsair sport cruiser trimarans are innovative yet
proven designs with a long history of careful development. They evolved from Ian Farrier's
original folding trimaran design, the Trailertri 18, which was launched in Australia in 1974.
Hundreds of boats were built during many years of further refinement, all featuring the designer's
patented folding system. Australian sailing and sailors demanded tough boats, and these
designs easily met the challenge, achieving many race victories and an outstanding safety
record. Since 1986 Corsair Marine has built over 1,000 production versions of these designs,
including the famous F-24, F-27, F-28, and F-31, which have proven the soundness and
reliability of this concept in all types of sailing conditions worldwide. The basic design
philosophy provides a safe, roomy, high performance cruiser that is not built at the expense of
accommodations, structural integrity, or safety. Underwater hull sections begin with a very fine
entry flowing back to a U-shaped midsection, followed by a broad flat run aft. Rocker is kept to a
minimum to reduce drag and encourage planing. The sharp entry cuts through waves
effortlessly, while the flat transom dampens pitching and prevents stern burying. The proven
ability to handle short, steep chop without hobby horsing is an outstanding characteristic of
these designs. At speed, the main hull planes early on the aft sections, lifting the bow clear of
the water. The high-buoyancy floats provide incredible stability and minimize heel, making
deadweight ballast or extra crew weight unnecessary. The center of buoyancy in the floats is
located well forward, resisting any tendency of the bows to bury. Light to medium displacement
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craft with scantlings and safety factors specified on the rugged side for strength and durability,
all Corsairs have been engineered without compromise and only the best materials and
techniques are used. To ensure the high strength and low weight important in multihulls, Corsair
pioneered new construction technology, including state-of-the-art aerospace composite
techniques. Foam sandwich construction is used in hulls, decks, and other important molded
parts for excellent stiffness, impact resistance, and flotation. Hand laid double-bias glass fabrics
and carbon fiber or Kevlar unidirectionals are used selectively in all potentially high stress
areas. Vacuum bagging is used throughout to produce laminates with an ideal glass-to-resin
ratio for low weight, high strength, and consistent quality. Interior moldings further reinforce the
hulls, forming totally integrated structures that give Corsairs a strong solid feel. Multiple layers of
unidirectional carbon fiber reinforce the cross beams to ensure great strength, stiffness, and
resistance to fatigue from cyclic loading. All structural and performance requirements are met or
exceeded, resulting in light, robust craft with outstanding dependability. The exclusive Farrier
Folding System is the key to convenience, safety, and easy trailerability. It enables the overall
beam of Corsair trimarans to be reduced to a mere 8'2" (2.5 m) without losing structural strength
or stability. Its most important safety feature is the complete absence of potentially troublesome
hinges in the beams. The critical float-to-beam joins are solid, and there is no reliance placed on
corrosion-prone wire braces; instead, the precision engineered solid aluminum folding struts,
with glass reinforced acetal bushings and stainless steel pivot pins, actually strengthen the
beams. Proven reliability and ease of use have made this the most practical multihull folding
system for over twenty-three years. As well, Corsairs have modern, efficient rotating rigs with
rugged stainless steel standing rigging. High-tech, lightweight carbon fiber wingmasts are
available on certain models. All control lines lead aft for convenient operation from the cockpit. A
roller furling boom is standard on the F-28 and aft-cabin F-31 for convenient sail handling, and
all models have custom mast steps to facilitate easy mast raising and lowering using the trailer
winch. Sitting low on their trailers and being of modest weight, Corsairs have excellent trailering
characteristics and are easy to launch, enabling sailors to discover and explore many remote
cruising grounds or participate in regattas far from home port. Also, trailer-based sailing offers
significant savings in slip fees and hull maintenance, substantially reducing overall boat owner's
costs. Single-handed setup and launching requires less than 30 minutes - everything is
designed to get on the water with minimal effort, and no heavy lifting or assembly is involved.
Corsair's are always launched folded, requiring no more ramp space than a monohull; once
afloat, stability is excellent. They can even be motored while folded and will fit nicely into any
standard width marina slip. Folding or unfolding a Corsair takes but a minute or two, is easily
managed by one person, and is normally done while afloat. All that is required is to raise (for
folding) or lower (for unfolding) the inboard end of one cross beam on each side. Little force is
needed due to the folding system's carefully balanced geometry and the float's movement being
mostly horizontal. The solid aluminum folding struts have absolute control over the motion and
prevent flexing or racking. A stainless steel bolt on the inboard end of each beam secures the
floats for sailing. The wing nets remain attached during the folding process, tensioning and
detensioning themselves automatically. Folding can be done even while motoring. The helm is
always light and responsive. Tacking is dinghy-like and can even be done using sails only, with
the kick-up rudder lifted clear of the water. Moreover, continuous 360-degree turns are possible,
helm hard over, without having to touch the sheets. When just taking it easy, speeds of 7 to 8
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knots to windward - and 10 to 15 knots on a reach - are comfortably achieved, greatly increasing
cruising range. Spray is to leeward, where it gets blown harmlessly away, keeping the crew dry.
While monohull "sport boats" often require a crew of five or six (or more) to sail effectively, the
highly stable, low heeling Corsair trimaran can achieve top performance with as few as two,
making it ideal for couples. With its well-balanced helm readily accepting an autopilot, it's also
practical for singlehanding. Corsairs are well-rounded yachts possessing excellent performance
and handling characteristics over a wide range of conditions. Going to windward, they will point
as high as most monohulls tracking straight and steady. They can tack easily with no tendency
to get caught in irons. On a reach acceleration and speeds are exhilarating, especially when
using the roller furling screechers. Farther off the wind, efficient and easy-to-handle
asymmetrical spinnakers help maintain high velocities. Race results have proven Corsairs to be
quicker than much larger monohulls going to windward, and downwind or reaching Corsairs can
mix it up with 70-footers. The performance efficiency of Corsair boats has been well
demonstrated in the demanding sailing conditions off Australia. The F-27 scored a spectacular
victory in the 1990 Australian Multihull Offshore Championships, even though it was one of the
smallest multihulls competing. The F-31 did it again in 1992, taking line honors in two of the
seven races (this also was a stock standard boat fully set up for comfortable and safe family
cruising). During that series, the F-31 finished 4th over the line in the Brisbane to Gladstone
Ocean Race, just 23 minutes behind a 60-foot racing catamaran. Among the monohulls,
Bobsled - a 67-foot, million dollar racing machine - made yachting headlines by shattering the
monohull record by an hour and a half. Yet the trailerable F-31 had overtaken Bobsled, finishing
over an hour ahead. Race victories and records continue to be set worldwide, including the
1993 King's Cup Regatta in Thailand and new race records in the 1993 and 1996 Swiftsure
Classic in the Pacific Northwest. In the 1993 Miami to Key Largo Race two F-27s blitzed the
entire fleet, averaging 18.2 and 17.9 knots for the 44 mile course. In its first National Offshore
One Design regatta in San Francisco in 1995, an F-24 Mk.II lapped an entire monohull racing
fleet, which included 39 Melges 24s as well as the J-35 and 11-Meter classes that had started
10 minutes earlier. The Australian rough water pedigree, along with hundreds of thousands of
safe sailing miles elsewhere around the world, have proven the seaworthiness of Corsairs
beyond doubt. The comfort and convenience of wide, near-level decks provide a sense of
security, but perhaps the most important safety feature is the unsinkability provided by foam
sandwich construction - a Corsair would stay afloat even if completely flooded. Included with
every boat is a detailed owner's manual with procedures, sailing hints, and specifications.
Owners automatically receive a complimentary subscription to Corsair's periodic newsletter,
with articles about Corsair products, helpful sailing tips, cruising stories, race results, and more.
In addition, Corsair Marine provides extra value in full customer service and after-market sales.
Local dealer or direct factory service and support are available worldwide. An active owner-
managed class association and racing fleets in many areas promote a high level of interest in
the recreational, competitive, and social aspects of owning and sailing Corsair trimarans. Lively
communications links via newsletters and the Internet help everyone stay informed while
sharing a wealth of knowledge, experience, and enthusiasm.

TRAILER
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1998 Felt dual axle trailer

New leaf suspension

Two new rims and tires

New Spare

new upgraded winch

New bunks w/carpet cover

New hitch w/master ball lock

New bearing Buddies w/covers 

Four new jack stands

 

SAILS

Battened main; good condition

Furling jib; good condition

INTERIOR

Interior cushions in good condition

New water holding tank

Water pump

Sink w/pressure water

Alcohol stove

Table

Porta Potty

VHF

Gray carpet in good condition

Cushions for forward berth, but not shown on photos

DECK AND HULL
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Hull in good condition

Bow sprit

Dagger board  has new gel coat

Main trampoline in great shape

All new running rigging

New lights: foredeck,anchor

New interior LED lights

Danforth anchor w/chain

Fenders

Life Jackets

ELECTRICAL

Battery

12V circuit

Two flexible solar panels

Category: Trimaran Sub Category: Trimaran

Model Year: 1999 Year Built: 1999

Basic Information

LOA: 28' (8.53mm) LWL: 26' 3" (8mm)

Beam: 19.75 Min Draft: 1' 2" (0.36mm)

Max Draft: 4' 11" (1.5mm)

Dimensions
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Total Cabins: 1 Total Berths: 5

Total Heads: 1

Accommodations

Hull Material: Fiberglass

Hull and Deck Information
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PHOTOS
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CONTACTS

Andrey Shestakov, leading yacht broker of the sales department of Shestakov Yacht Sales Inc.
Shestakov Yacht Sales Inc., the official representative of the Miami/Fort Lauderdale FL
headquarters.

Email:
andrey@shestakovyachtsales.com

Web: shestakovyachtsales.com/en/

Contact details

USA: +1(954)274-4435

Telephones

Monday – Saturday: 9:00 - 21:00 EDT Sunday: closed

Office hours

Harbour Towne Marina, 850 NE 3rd St,
STE 213, Dania, FL 33004

Address
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